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· Reply

Joe is right. I stopped reading immediately as should everyone else.
The "journalist" lost all credibility in the first sentence. There is no
debate over automatic weapons. The have been effectively banned for
every civilian since 1936. And Obama and the Libby's so called
"assault weapons ban" has a absolutely no effect on automatic
weapons. It does have an effect on semi-automatics, which is the vast
majority of every good rifle made. Carl, tell me how your opinion
should be worth the black on the paper when you refuse to do the
research side of journalism? Thanks for being part of the problem.
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I didn't read the article as I never got past "insisting automatic
weapons" 
 
Semi-auto weapons is one pull of the trigger, one shot. Automatic
weapon is one pull of the trigger and the gun keeps firing. The
average person and criminals don't have access to automatic
weapons. The debate is over semi-auto weapons that look dangerous!
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My issue is not with "the right to bear arms" its with the responsibility
of the said partys to properly secure the wepons, there are to many
wepons just being carried away from the rightful owners to be used in
crimes. How about we make the owner just as responsible for the
crime if the wepon used belonged to them, them maybe they will lock
them up in a secure gun case or safe
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